The assessment of spatial cognitive learning in rodents is a central approach in neuroscience, as it enables one to assess and quantify the effects of treatments and genetic manipulations from a broad perspective. Although the Morris water maze (MWM) is a well-validated paradigm for testing spatial learning abilities, manual categorization of performance in the MWM into behavioral strategies is subject to individual interpretation, and thus to biases. Here we offer a support vector machine (SVM) -based, automated, MWM unbiased strategy classification (MUST-C) algorithm, as well as a cognitive score scale. This model was examined and validated by analyzing data obtained from five MWM experiments with changing platform sizes, revealing a limitation in the spatial capacity of the hippocampus. We have further employed this algorithm to extract novel mechanistic insights on the impact of members of the Toll-like receptor pathway on cognitive spatial learning and memory. The MUST-C algorithm can greatly benefit MWM users as it provides a standardized method of strategy classification as well as a cognitive scoring scale, which cannot be derived from typical analysis of MWM data.
Introduction
Increasingly sophisticated and precise molecular genetic tools are applied in rodents in general, and mice in particular, to study the mechanisms underlying cognitive spatial learning and memory. Several tasks that assess cognitive spatial memory were described in the early 1980's and have been heavily used since. Of the behavioral tests conceived to date, the Morris water maze (MWM) described by Richard Morris (Morris, 1984) is the most widely used paradigm for assessing spatial learning in rodents (Vorhees and Williams, 2006) . The convenient and robust nature of the MWM has facilitated the investigation of spatial learning in both control and disease states. For example, assessing spatial learning using the MWM has important implications for many pathologies in which learning is impaired such as aging (Krause et al., 2008 ) and Alzheimer's disease (AD) (Puzzo et al., 2014) . The MWM also has advantages in assessing improvements in spatial capacity, such as following enriched environment (Bonaccorsi et al., 2013) , caloric restriction (Ma et al., 2014) , or exercise (Inoue et al., 2015) . To demonstrate the relevance of this task to human studies, variants of the MWM task were also successfully replicated with human subjects (Gazova et al., 2013) .
In the MWM, rodents are trained to find a platform hidden under the surface of an opaque water pool by relying on extra-maze cues (Sharma et al., 2010) . Performance in this task relies on hippocampal place cells, validating its use as a task for spatial learning (Redish and Touretzky, 1998) . The spatial capacity of the mice is then quantified using specific parameters such as the latency to reach the platform, swim distance, mean distance from the platform, and path efficiency. Additional attributes are typically used to control for the animal's behavior in the pool, such as immobility and swim speed. Performance in behavioral tasks used to assess spatial learning and memory, however, can be influenced by various non-cognitive or non-spatial phenomena. These phenomena can result from mutations that may or may not be related to the process of hippocampal memory formation (Wolfer and Lipp, 2000) . Both cognitive and noncognitive phenomena present as characteristic swim strategies, including changes to swim speed, path efficiency, duration, and body rotations. resources being used for the task (Graziano et al., 2003) . However, despite thorough assessment of swim parameters, non-spatial search strategies can increase in efficiency over time, resulting in a decreased latency to reach the hidden platform. Moreover, simple quantification of latency, swim speed, swim distance and other parameters describing performance in the MWM often result in only a partial understanding of mouse behavior and cognitive capacity. In order to avoid such erroneous or incomplete interpretation of behavioral data in the MWM, several attempts have been made to develop an unbiased automatic tool for spatial swim strategy discrimination (Brown, 2012; Dalm et al., 2000) . However, these algorithms require some prior knowledge of the animal behavior and intimate familiarization with the task.
We have previously conducted manual assessments of mouse strategies in MWM experiments used to characterize the cognitive capacity of various transgenic mice (Barak et al., 2013; Okun et al., 2010) . Such manual assessments however, are time-consuming, and different experimental conditions affect swimming attributes in the pool, hindering cross-experiment analysis of mouse behavior. Moreover, manual assessments are prone to experimenterbias in analysis. Thus, manual assessment fails to reliably detect important aspects of cognitive spatial behavior in the MWM, due to reduced sensitivity to nuances, bias, and environmental factors.
For these reasons, we constructed the MWM unbiased strategy classification (MUST-C) tool, an automatic classification algorithm for the analysis of mouse behavior. In order to validate and assess the sensitivity of this algorithm, we have compared performance of mice in a 150 cm diameter MWM pool. In order to assess the sensitivity of this algorithm in different spatial resolutions, we utilized 5 different square platform sizes, which represent a wide range of spatial resolutions. Here we show that a 5 Â 5 cm platform is the smallest platform that enables spatial learning, and demonstrate a limit on the cognitive capacity of spatial learning in mice. Further, we present a tool that uses generic features of the mouse swim path to enable unbiased analysis of spatial learning strategies, and present a cognitive scoring scale based on the spatial learning strategy used by the mice. Finally, we show that MUST-C is effective in analyzing and reinforcing known data in toll-like receptor (TLR) 2, 3 and 4À/À mice, and provide novel insights on the spatial capacity of mice deficient for interferon regulatory factor (IRF)3, a signaling mediator for TLR3. Thus, MUST-C provides unbiased analysis of MWM results, and extends the capacity of researchers to understand the mechanisms of various interventions on spatial learning and memory in rodents.
Materials and methods

Animals
Congenic male C57bl/6 mice (n = 15 in each experimental group) were purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME). IRF3À/À mice generated by Sato et al. (Sato et al., 2000) on a C57bl/6 genetic background and their respective wild type (WT) strain (IRF3+/+) were generously provided by Dr. Michael Diamond at Washington University. Animals were housed in a reversed 12:12hr cycle to enable cognitive assessment during the animals' activity period. Animal care and experimental procedures followed Bar Ilan University guidelines and were approved by the Bar Ilan University Animal Care and Use Committee.
Morris water maze (MWM)
To evaluate spatial learning and memory, mice were tested in the MWM at the age of 2 months. To test for spatial reference memory, mice were trained in a water-filled pool (150 cm in diameter) and were given 4 trials per day for 6-13 consecutive days. Training length was determined by the animal's ability to reach optimal latency for 2 consecutive days. During tests, animals were provided with spatial cues on the walls of the room. LCD computer screens (15inch) presented extra-maze cues on each wall around the pool. Black and white cues were used to reduce possible effects of color discrimination differences in the mice. Five square platforms were evaluated; 14 Â 14 cm (196 cm 2 area), 12 Â 12 cm (144 cm 2 area), 8 Â 8 cm (64 cm 2 area), 5 Â 5 (25 cm 2 area) and 3 Â 3 cm (9 cm 2 area). The surface area of the platforms was 1.1%, 0.82%, 0.36%, 0.14% and 0.051%, respectively, of the total surface area of the pool. All experiments that included transgenic mice used the 14 Â 14 cm platform. Prior to spatial learning, mice were subjected to a 3-day visible platform MWM variant, in which mice were given 4 trials of 60 s to locate a visible platform with a distinct flag. The aim of the visible platform test was to exclude mice with visual or motivational impairments, as well as to habituate them to the testing conditions. Following the visible platform, mice were tested with a hidden platform MWM task. In this phase, a fixed platform was hidden 0.5 cm below the water surface. Platform location was 25 cm from the pool wall and was not altered throughout the experiment. The entrance point into the maze was changed every trial to avoid track memorization. At the end of the trial, either when the mouse had found the platform or when 90 s had elapsed, mice were allowed to rest on the platform for 60 s. Latency to reach the platform, swimming distance, swimming speed and mean distance from the platform were automatically calculated by the video tracking system (ANY-maze, Stoelting Co, Wood Dale, IL, USA). Twenty-four hours following training, mice were subjected to a probe test to evaluate memory retention. In this test, the platform was removed and mice were allowed to swim for 60 s. The time spent in each quadrant was measured.
To test for spatial working memory, mice were tested in a similar format as the reference memory variant, except that the location of the hidden platform was changed every day. All tests were conducted under illumination conditions of 20 lux to reduce stress to the mice. Water temperature was maintained at 27 ± 0.5°C and was made opaque using nontoxic white paint.
Support vector machine
Support vector machine (SVM) (Boser et al., 1992; Vapnik, 1998 ) is a supervised learning classification technique. It has a strong theoretical basis and has been proven to be successful in numerous classification tasks from handwritten digit recognition to bioinformatics (Osuna et al., 1997; Tong and Koller, 2002) . Linear SVM separates a binary-labeled training data set by a hyper plane (decision boundary) that maximizes the margin between the two classes (Furey et al., 2000) . A test set point is therefore labeled according to its location in the feature space, relative to the decision boundary. SVM is a kernel machine, and observations can be projected by a kernel operator into a higher dimension (feature space), in which the classifier is linear. The kernel function used in this study is the radial basis function. We used the MATLAB SVM function (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States) in this classifier.
Our Training set contains over 800 labeled trials, which include nine possible strategies. Input is generated by video tracking software (ANY-maze, Stoelting Co, Wood Dale, IL, USA) and contains a computer-graphic X, Y coordinate of the animal's center-point or head location according to the user's preference. Animal coordinates are converted into Cartesian coordinates to extract a set of 11 factors (Table 1) such as trial duration, total distance, absolute angles and path efficiency (PE, calculated as the distance between the first and last locations divided by the total distance). All data v 2 sequencial vectors
Sum of relative angles
Movements towards the positive x axis are mark positively; movements towards the negative x axis are marked negatively Fig. 1 . Platform size alters performance in the MWM. Mice (n = 15 per experimental group) were tested in the MWM. Mice were trained on the task until optimal performance was maintained for 2 consecutive days, measured by latency to reach the platform. The following parameters were measured: (A) latency to reach the platform, *** P < 0.001, **** P < 0.0001 (B) swim distance, ** P < 0.01, **** P < 0.0001 (C) swim speed, and (D) path efficiency, * P < 0.05, **** P < 0.0001. Two-way ANOVA repeated measures, two-way RM ANOVA.
was normalized using the Z-score method (X , whereX is a vector of a single factors).
Multi-class classification
In order to categorize data into multiple classes, we performed a series of hierarchically ordered binary decisions ( Fig. 2A) to separate the data into one of several subclasses. The hierarchical tree was built according to the theoretical basis of each strategy. Related strategies are located closely in the tree, for example, direct swim and corrected swim are both highly cognitive strategies and therefore located at the same branch. However, they are also based on the strategy's actual features, for example, although accidental circling is theoretically related to circling, it was located near corrected swim due to its short duration. At each decision junction, the relevant features were selected in the same manner. In general, at the first layers, more general features were used, such as trial length to separate the data into short or long trials. At deeper layers, each decision was made by a different set of finer features relevant to the theoretical basis and actual characteristics of the junction, such as number of circles to separate circling from random swim. This type of hierarchical architecture is helpful when dealing with multiple classes, although a mistake made in the first junction cannot be corrected. Classification of the probe trials was performed similarly, though due to a different set of strategies in the probe tests (Table 1) , some extracted features were different. We validated this model by testing over 1000 labeled trials from 5 experiments with 5 different platform sizes, and obtained highly similar success percentages (see Section 3). This suggests that we did not over-fit the extracted features to a specific experiment, but rather selected spatial theory-derived generic features.
Prediction accuracy
Prediction accuracy of the MUST-C algorithm for both training and probe trials was compared to a consensus of trials prelabeled by 3 independent investigators. These investigators were experienced with the MWM spatial task. . Platform size determines the spatial strategy used by mice during memory acquisition and alters their cognitive score. X and Y coordinates of mouse movements in the pool were used by MUST-C to classify the animal's swim patterns into strategies. Strategy analysis was performed using the (A) 14 Â 14 cm platform, (B) 12 Â 12 cm platform, (C) 8 Â 8 cm platform, (D) 5 Â 5 cm platform, and (E) 3 Â 3 cm platform. Strategies ranged from non-cognitive (white, passivity) to highly cognitive (black, direct swim). (F) Cognitive scores for mice tested in the MWM with different platform sizes (n = 15 per group). Mice presented with a 3 Â 3 cm platform exhibited no increase in cognitive score over testing days, while those tested with the 5 Â 5 cm platform took longer to increase their cognitive score than mice tested with larger platforms. * P < 0.05.
focused search = 6. For each day, the cognitive scores were summed and normalized to 6, the highest score possible.
Statistical analysis
The presented data were tested for significance in repeated measures (RM) two-way ANOVA, or by RM one-way ANOVA, both using the Tukey's test for multiple comparisons. Cognitive scores in the working memory task were tested using the two-sample t-test for unpaired data. All error bars presented are SEM calculated as stdðxÞ ffiffi n p for all regular variables, and as ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi pð1ÀpÞ n q for all binomial variables (accuracy rate, where p is the fraction of correct classifications). Significant results were marked according to conventional critical P values: ⁄P < 0.05, ⁄⁄P < 0.01, ⁄⁄⁄P < 0.001, ⁄⁄⁄⁄P < 0.0001.
Results
Platform size alters performance and swim strategy in the MWM
We have developed an automated and unbiased SVM-based algorithm for the classification of behavioral strategies in the MWM (MUST-C). In order to assess whether the algorithm detects changes in the swim strategy of mice, we obtained raw data using 5 different square platforms, sized 14 Â 14 cm, 12 Â 12 cm, 8 Â 8 cm, 5 Â 5 cm and 3 Â 3 cm. Mice trained on all 5 platforms exhibited a significantly lower latency to reach the platform on the last day of training (Fig. 1A , P < 0.0001). Swim distance was accordingly reduced with all platforms used (Fig. 1B, P < 0.0001) . The mice showed similar motor capabilities, as swim speed did not differ between the groups (Fig. 1C , P = 0.6699), suggesting that differences in latency were not due to differential swim speed. Mice tested with the 14 Â 14 cm, 12 Â 12 cm, and the 8 Â 8 cm platforms outperformed mice tested with the 5 Â 5 platform in latency to reach the platform and showed similarly high path efficiency throughout training (Fig. 1D, P < 0.05) . While the path efficiency of mice tested with the 5 Â 5 cm platform significantly increased between day 1 and 9 ( Fig. 1D , P < 0.0001), it remained lower than that of mice tested with larger platforms (Fig. 1D , P < 0.01). Mice tested in the 3 Â 3 platform, however, exhibited the lowest path efficiency throughout training (Fig. 1D , P < 0.05), indicating that spatial accuracy was severely deterred in this group. Differences in latency to reach the hidden platform between groups were not due to differences in motivation, or motor or visual capacity. No difference was observed between groups in the visible platform variant of the MWM in latency (Fig. S1A) , swim distance (Fig. S1B) , swim speed (Fig. S1C) , or mean distance from the platform (Fig. S1D ). Mice tested with the 3 Â 3 cm platform were unable to reduce their latency to the level of mice tested with the 5 Â 5 cm platform. This is further exemplified by the distribution of latency across days and platform sizes (Fig. S2A-M) . Mice tested using the 3 Â 3 cm platform exhibited a bi-phasic latency curve (U shaped distribution), which remained from day 1 (Fig. S2A ) to day 13 (Fig. S2M ). Mice tested with larger platforms began training with a bi-phasic latency curve (Fig. S2A-B) , which shifted towards a left-adjusted uni-phase latency curve by day 4 (Fig. S2D-I ). This suggests that when mice are presented with a cognitive demand that surpasses their spatial resolution, latency to reach the platform never reaches a uni-phase mode.
Spatial strategy classification using the SVM
The MUST-C algorithm we employed was composed of 8 binary decision junctions (Fig. 2A) . X and Y coordinates were used to generate 11 parameters (Table 1) , which were then normalized to Z-score values (see Section 2). These factors were then fed to the SVM algorithm, which was previously trained using labeled example trials (see Fig. 2B , Section 2). The prediction accuracy of the MUST-C algorithm was 92%, 81%, 83%, 84%, and 84% for the 14 Â 14 cm, 12 Â 12 cm, 8 Â 8 cm, 5 Â 5 cm, and 3 Â 3 cm platforms, respectively (Fig. 3A) . This prediction accuracy is also represented in confusion matrices for these platforms (Fig. 3B-F) . Through the use of this algorithm, we demonstrated that when using a large platform (14 Â 14 cm), the swim strategy shifted from mostly random swim on day 1 (43%) to mostly corrected (44%) and direct (17%) swim strategies on day 6 (Fig. 4A , Table S1 ). Thus, mice trained with a large platform readily adopt a spatial search strategy. A similar effect was observed with the 12 Â 12 cm and 8 Â 8 cm platforms ( Fig. 4B and C, Table S1 ). In contrast, while mice tested on a 5 Â 5 platform still employed spatial navigation, their swim strategy shifted from random swim on day 1 (42%) towards focused searching (30%) and corrected swim (22%) on day 9 (Fig. 4D, Table S1 ). Further reducing the platform size to 3 Â 3 cm increased the proportion of mice using a random swim strategy (38% on day 1 and 67% on day 13) (Fig. 4E , Table S1 ), despite reducing latency to reach the platform (Fig. 1A , p < 0.0001).
The cognitive level of a particular strategy used by mice tested on different platforms can be quantified in order to provide a definitive score for spatial cognitive capacity in this task. In order to accomplish this, we attributed a scoring scale for the different swim strategies based on their relevance to spatial learning (see Section 2). This analysis indicates that the 14 Â 14 cm, 12 Â 12 cm, and 8 Â 8 cm platforms enabled mice to achieve similar cognitive scores by day 7 of training (cognitive scores of 0.7, 0.65 and 0.72 respectively, Fig. 4F ). Mice tested using the 5 Â 5 cm platform obtained a cognitive score of 0.62 (Fig. 4F) after 9 days. Mice tested using the 3 Â 3 cm platform failed to increase their cognitive score by training day 13 (0.45, Fig. 4F) . Notably, while a high correlation was noted between latency, distance, path efficiency (Spearman correlation, latency vs. distance: r = 0.95, latency vs. path efficiency: r = À0.92, distance vs. path efficiency: r = À0.96, respectively), these parameters poorly correlated with cognitive score (r = À0.75 with latency, r = À0.73 with distance and r = 0.75 with path efficiency). This implies that cognitive score, a product of the MUST-C algorithm, carries new variance not correlated with latency, swim distance or path efficiency.
To test whether mice indeed relied on spatial navigation to reach the hidden platform, we conducted a probe trial twentyfour hours following the last training day (see Section 2). With the exception of mice tested with the 3 Â 3 cm platform, all experimental groups exhibited high preference towards the platform quadrant (P < 0.001, Fig. 5A-E ). This confirms that mice trained on larger platforms effectively employed spatial navigation. Similar to the acquisition stage dataset, we also employed the SVM algorithm for the analysis of swim strategy in probe trials. In this SVM variant, we included a binary algorithm with 4 decision junctions (Fig. 6A) . As before, X and Y coordinates were used to generate 11 parameters (some of which were new, see Table 1 ). These parameters were normalized to Z-score values (see Section 2), and then fed to a new SVM algorithm (with the same kernel), which was trained separately with over 200 relevant pre-labeled trials (Fig. 6B, Section 2) . The prediction accuracy of the MUST-C algorithm in the probe trial analysis was 100%, 93.33%, 85.71%, 86.67% and 90.9% for the 14 Â 14 cm, 12 Â 12 cm, 8 Â 8 cm, 5 Â 5 cm, and 3 Â 3 cm platforms, respectively (Fig. 7A) . This prediction accuracy is also represented in confusion matrixes for these platforms (Fig. 7B-F) . Through this algorithm, we demonstrated that when using a large platform (14 Â 14 cm), the swim strategy consisted of focused search with circling (46.7%), random swim (33.33%) and focused search (20%) (Fig. 7G , Table S2A ). This confirms our observation that mice presented with a large platform adopted a focused spatial search strategy during training to locate the hidden platform. Mice tested with the 12 Â 12 cm platform exhibited mostly focused search with circling (53.3%), random swim (26.7%), and circling (20%) (Fig. 7G, Table S2A ). Mice tested with the 8 Â 8 cm platform exhibited random swim (35.7%), focused search (28.6%), focused search with circling (28.6%), and circling (7.14%) (Fig. 7G, Table S2A ). Mice tested with the 5 Â 5 cm platform exhibited focused search with circling (50%), circling (20%), random swim (13.3%), focused search (13.3%) and thigmotaxis (3.33%) (Fig. 7G, Table S2A ). Further reducing the platform to 3 Â 3 cm resulted in the use of random swim (45.5%), focused search with circling (27.3%), circling (18.2%) and thigmotaxis (9.09%) (Fig. 7G, Table S2A ). Thus, with increasingly smaller platforms, the proportion of random search strategies employed by the mice increased.
We next quantified the cognitive capacity of mouse performance in the MWM using the different platforms. In order to accomplish this, we again assigned a scoring scale for the different swim strategies unique for the probe trials based on their relevance to spatial learning (see Section 2). While mice tested using the 3 Â 3 cm platform achieved a score of 0.48 (±0.03), mice tested with larger platforms obtained a cognitive score higher than 0.6, suggesting again that a 3 Â 3 cm platform does not support the formation of spatial learning (Fig. 7H) .
The lack of reinforcement of spatial information can result in spatial memory extinction (Rossato et al., 2006 ). To further demonstrate that the SVM algorithm is capable of detecting spatial memory extinction, we conducted additional probe trials in mice tested with the 14 Â 14 cm and the 8 Â 8 cm platforms until they no longer exhibited preference towards the platform quadrant (Fig. 8A) . In probe trials following training with the largest platform (14 Â 14 cm), swim strategy shifted from mostly focused search with circling (46.7%), focused search (20%), and random swim (33.3%) on day 1, to mostly random swim (50%), circling (42.9%) and thigmotaxis (7.14%) on day 4 ( Fig. 8A and C, Table S2B ). Similarly, in mice trained with the 8 Â 8 cm platform, strategies shifted from mostly random swim (35.7%), focused search (28.6%), focused search with circling (28.6%) and circling (7.14%) on day 1 to mostly circling (41.7%), random swim (33.3%), thigmotaxis (16.7%) and focused search with circling (8.33%) on day 3 (Fig. 8B and C, Table S2B ). Thus, the SVM algorithm effectively categorized swim strategies and detected spatial memory extinction during repeated probe trial exposures.
3.3. Spatial strategy classification of TLR2À/À, TLR3À/À, TLR4À/À and IRF3À/À mice Following verification of the accuracy and sensitivity of the MUST-C algorithm, we sought to validate it with already established spatial phenotypes. To this end, we conducted spatial strategy assessment of a series of transgenic mouse strains previously reported by our group to exhibit impaired or enhanced spatial learning. The toll-like receptor (TLR) family of pattern recognition receptors is increasingly implicated in cognitive behavior, synaptic plasticity and neurodegenerative disorders Okun et al., 2009 Okun et al., , 2011 . For example, TLR2À/À mice exhibit impaired spatial learning (Madar et al., 2015) , TLR3À/À mice have enhanced working (short-term) but not reference (long-term) spatial memory (Okun et al., 2010) and TLR4À/À mice display enhanced spatial reference memory . Reanalysis of raw data from MWM experiments in these reports produced a cognitive score derived from SVM-strategy classification consistent with the reported phenotype. Specifically, compared with WT mice (Fig. 9A, Table S3 ), TLR2À/À mice, which are known to have impaired spatial learning, exhibit significant levels of passivity during the acquisition days (22.6%, 27.8%, 24.2%, 27%, 30.6% on days 1-5, respectively, Fig. 9B , Table S3 ). This suggests that increased passivity in TLR2À/À mice contributes to their poor performance in the MWM task. TLR4À/À mice, which are known to exhibit enhanced spatial learning, displayed a dramatic decrease in random swim (51.3% on day 1 and 23.7% on day 5, P < 0.001), and a marked increase in direct swim (3.95% on day 1 and 18.4% on day 5) and corrected swim (6.58% on day 1 and 34.2% on day 5, P < 0.001) (Fig. 9C, Table S3 ). These directed swim strategies correlated to higher cognitive scores, indicating that the cognitive capacity of TLR4À/À mice is higher than WT or TLR2À/À mice ( Fig. 9D, P < 0.05) . Similarly, the passive swim strategies employed by TLR2À/À mice indicated that the cognitive capacity of TLR2À/À mice is lower than WT mice (Fig. 9D, P < 0.05) . In contrast to TLR2 and TLR4À/À mice, which display alterations in reference memory (Madar et al., 2015; Okun et al., 2012) , TLR3À/À mice have no impairment in spatial reference memory (Fig. 9E-G , Table S4A ), but rather exhibit enhanced spatial working memory (Okun et al., 2010) . We thus tested raw data from the working memory variant of the MWM using the MUST-C algorithm. Strategy classification of these data indicated higher spatial strategy use by TLR3À/À mice compared with TLR3+/+ mice (Fig. 9H, Table S4B ), which resulted in a significantly higher cognitive score (P < 0.05, Fig. 9I ).
TLR3 and TLR4 are heavily implicated in cognitive spatial learning. TLR3 and TLR4 utilize TRIF to induce MyD88-independent pathways (Takeuchi and Akira, 2010; Yamamoto and Takeda, 2010 ). This in turn activates the transcription factor IRF3, which induces type I interferon production (Hacker et al., Fig. 8 . MUST-C detects changes in swim strategies employed during spatial memory extinction. Mice trained using the (A) 14 Â 14 cm and (B) 8 Â 8 cm platforms were challenged with probe trials every day following training until they no longer displayed preference for the platform quadrant **** P < 0.0001, *** P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01 (C) MUST-C classification of strategies during probe trials.
2006). Therefore, we also assessed spatial learning in IRF3À/À mice. To characterize the cognitive phenotype of IRF3À/À mice, we assessed spatial reference memory in the MWM. IRF3À/À mice exhibited comparable reference memory capabilities to IRF3+/+ mice, as they exhibited similar latency ( Fig. 10A , P > 0.05), path efficiency ( Fig. 10C , P > 0.05) and swim speed ( Fig. 10D , P > 0.05). Swim distance was lower in IRF3+/+ mice on the last day ( Fig. 10B , P < 0.05). Similarly, there were no differences in spatial strategy assessment (Fig. 10E, Table S5A ), which resulted in similar cognitive scores on the last day ( Fig. 10F , P > 0.05). To determine whether, similar to TLR3 deficiency, IRF3À/À mice exhibit altered memory retention, we conducted probe trials until mice no longer demonstrated memory of the platform location. Interestingly, IRF3À/À mice displayed longer spatial memory retention twenty-four and forty-eight hours after memory acquisition, compared to IRF3+/+ mice ( Fig. 10G , P < 0.05). This clear phenotype was also evident in strategy classification, which indicated that IRF3+/+ mice mostly utilized random swim (70%, 50% and 60% at 24, 48, and 72hrs following memory acquisition) and circling (0%, 20% and 30% at 24, 48, and 72hrs following memory acquisition) (Fig. 10H, Table S5B ). In contrast, IRF3À/À mice exhibited significantly higher levels of focused searching with circling (80%, 80% and 60% on 24, 48, and 72hrs following memory acquisition) (Fig. 10H, Table S5B ). These focused swim strategies resulted in a significantly higher cognitive score in IRF3À/À mice ( Fig. 10I , P < 0.01). To further compare IRF3À/À and TLR3À/À mice, we also assessed spatial working memory in the MWM. IRF3À/À mice displayed a significantly higher latency to reach the hidden platform than IRF3+/+ mice (P < 0.01, Fig. 11A ). IRF3À/À mice also exhibited lower path efficiency (P < 0.01, Fig. 11C ) and lower swim speed (P < 0.01, Fig. 11D ) while not affecting swim distance (Fig. 11B) . Assessment of cognitive strategies indicated that IRF3+/+ mice exhibited a higher percentage of direct swim and corrected swim (11.25% and 22.5% respectively, Fig. 11E , Table S5C , P < 0.05) compared with IRF3À/À mice (2.5% and 5% respectively, Fig. 11E , Table S5C ). In contrast, IRF3À/À mice mostly utilized lowcognitive traits such as random swim (37%), focused searching (22.5%) and circling (7.5%) (Fig. 11E, Table S5C ). These differences were highly significant when calculating the cognitive scores, as IRF3À/À mice displayed a significantly lower cognitive score compared to IRF3+/+ mice ( Fig. 11F , P < 0.01). Thus, the MUST-C algorithm effectively identified impaired memory retention in IRF3À/À mice through assessing cognitive strategies and assigning cognitive scores, further establishing the role of TLR-related signaling in spatial learning and memory. 
Discussion
This study has three major findings. First, our results indicate a limit on the cognitive capacity of spatial learning in mice, and show that spatial learning can only be accurately assessed with a platform equal to or larger than 5 Â 5 cm within a 150 cm pool. Further, we show that MUST-C enables unbiased analysis of spatial learning strategies, and provides a cognitive scoring scale based on strategies used in the MWM. Finally, we demonstrate that MUST-C effectively categorizes cognitive strategies and analyzes cognitive capacity in TLR2, 3, 4 and IRF3À/À mice.
Spatial information is primarily encoded in the brain by hippocampal place cells and parahippocampal grid cells. However, the spatial resolution of these cells denotes a finite capacity for spatial learning, even under optimal conditions containing multiple sensory inputs. The spatial resolution of hippocampal place fields is determined by the size of the environment in which the mice navigate (Geva-Sagiv et al., 2015) . Thus, the larger the environment, the larger the place fields, and vice versa. In addition, more place fields exist in the vicinity of the target (Hollup et al., 2001) , hence more place fields are expected to be active in the vicinity of the hidden platform. Specifically, rats exploring in 60 Â 60 cm (3600 cm 2 ) and 120 Â 120 cm (14,400 cm 2 ) square arenas, exhibit place fields of 23 cm and 38 cm in diameter, respectively (Geva-Sagiv et al., 2015; O'Keefe and Burgess, 1996) . Others have reported that a 100 Â 100 cm (10,000 cm 2 ) square produces a 24 cm place field on average (Kjelstrup et al., 2008) . Thus, the average ratio of the place field: surface of explored environment is 0.002-0.006. This ratio would predict the ideal conditions for the MWM to be a 6 Â 6 cm (36 cm 2 ) platform within a 150 cm diameter pool. In our experiments, however, mice were able to efficiently locate a 25 cm 2 platform within a 150 cm diameter pool, a lower ratio (0.0014) than expected based on these studies. Indeed, 25 cm 2 , the area covered by the 5 Â 5 cm platform, appears to be smaller than the anticipated size of the place fields in a 17,662 cm 2 arena. However, given the long training period (9 days), it is possible that place cells increased their resolution by decreasing the size of their place fields. Since more place cells are functional in a target zone, the spatial resolution in the target region is higher than the average calculated place fields. Further, it is possible that the resolution of place fields is determined not only by the external environment, but also by the relevance of the task to the animal's survival. This is especially relevant in the MWM, which employs a target platform, whereas previous studies calculated the optimal ratio based only on normal exploration. Our results indicate that there is a minimum platform size in the MWM that will allow the assessment of cognitive capacity and spatial learning. Indeed, mice were unable to spatially locate swim speed. (E) The raw data was used to assess swim strategies and (F) cognitive scores were calculated, * P < 0.05. (G) Memory retention was assessed in these mice for three days after the last day of acquisition. (H) The raw data was used to assess swim strategies and (I) cognitive scores were calculated, ** P < 0.01. a 9 cm 2 platform, driving the animals to instead use non-spatial swim strategies. These strategies were relatively efficient, as mice reduced the latency to accomplish the task by 34.2%. Thus, when the ratio between place field size and the surface area of the explored environment is lower than 0.0014, efficient spatial learning is no longer sustainable. Further, data indicate that platforms with a higher place field size: surface area ratio (higher than 0.0036), promote the use of highly similar spatial strategies. This has important implications, as studies that require low spatial demand from the mice may inadvertently produce false negative results. Therefore, use of the MWM requires an initial calibration of the spatial efficiency of the particular mouse strain using several platforms of different sizes.
The MUST-C tool extends the capacity of researchers to assess the efficacy and resolution of spatial navigation in the MWM. The ability to automatically determine the strategy utilized by mice in the MWM in an unbiased manner enables the calculation of an animal's 'spatial IQ' using a cognitive score scale. The use of a single factor such as this to describe the cognitive spatial capacity of transgenic mouse strains can serve as a valuable tool for the research community. The MUST-C algorithm successfully recapitulated previous findings on the impact of TLRs 2, 3 and 4 on spatial learning. Further, our results provide a novel implication for IRF3, a downstream effector of both the TLR3 and TLR4 pathways, in extinction of spatial reference memory and acquisition of spatial working memory. Such a role would have been difficult to detect using standard analysis methodologies. Therefore, as is likely the case in many other genetic, pharmacological or related interventions, automatic classification is necessary to distinguish molecular effects on spatial learning and memory.
The MUST-C tool has potential to significantly benefit the entire scientific community in the investigation of spatial learning and memory. Because of its ease of use, our algorithm can be used by both seasoned as well as novice users of the MWM. This tool allows one not only to ensure that the performance of animals in their experiments indeed relates to the spatial domain, but also facilitates the extraction of additional cognitive data on their experimental subjects.
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbi.2015.10.013. 
